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Absene of onventional quantum phase transitions in itinerant systems with disorder
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E�ets of disorder are examined in itinerant systems lose to quantum ritial points. We argue

that spin �utuations assoiated with the long-range part of the RKKY interations generially

indue non-Ohmi dissipation due to rare disorder on�gurations. This dissipative mehanism is

found to destabilize quantum Gri�ths phase behavior in itinerant systems with arbitrary symme-

try of the order parameter, leading to the formation of a "luster glass" phase preeding uniform

ordering.

PACS numbers: 75.40.-s, 71.10.Hf, 71.27.+a, 75.10.Nr

The e�ets of quenhed disorder seem to be espeially

important near quantum phase transitions and lead to

new lasses of phenomena dominated by rare disorder

on�gurations. At present, this behavior is rather well

understood in insulating disordered magnets, leading to

features suh as the in�nite randomness �xed point and

the assoiated quantum Gri�ths phase anomalies [1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄. Quantum ritial regions, though,

are muh easier to aess in itinerant systems suh as

heavy fermion materials, where quantum �utuations an

be tuned by adjusting the Fermi energy of the harge

arriers.

In many of these systems, behavior reminisent of

quantum Gri�ths phases seems to arise, triggering muh

theoretial ontroversy and debate. One early interpre-

tation onentrated on the interplay of disorder and the

Kondo e�et far from any magneti ordering, leading to

the �eletroni Gri�ths phase� [10℄. Another senario

assumed that the phenomenon relates to rare regions

lose to magneti ordering [11℄, similar to those in in-

sulating magnets. More reent work [12℄, however, shed

some doubt on the validity of the latter piture for itin-

erant systems. It emphasized the ruial role of Landau

damping, whih was argued to suppress the low tem-

perature Gri�ths phase behavior for magnets with Ising

symmetry. In a remarkable paper [13℄, Thomas Vojta

disussed this mehanism on general symmetry grounds,

and demonstrated that in the Ising ase dissipation leads

to a fundamental modi�ation of the quantum ritial

point (QCP). Subsequent work [14℄ suggested that the

same mehanism does not apply for other symmetry

lasses suh as Heisenberg magnets, where the standard

QCP senario is argued to hold, preeded by a onven-

tional Gri�ths phase.

All these works onentrated on the dynamis of a sin-

gle droplet (rare region) in an Ohmi dissipative environ-

ment. In this letter we argue that this physial piture

is inomplete. In itinerant systems, magneti moments

- lassial or quantum - are known [12, 16℄ to interat

through long-ranged RKKY interations. As a result,
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of an itinerant system with disor-

der, lose to the lean quantum ritial point (QCP). Shown

are the lean ritial line (dotted green) and that in the pres-

ene of disorder if non-Ohmi dissipation is ignored (dashed

blue line). In this ase, a Gri�ths phase emerges lose to the

magnetially ordered phase, for � < 1 (purple). When dis-

sipation is present, su�iently large droplets �freeze� already

for � < 2, leading to the formation of the "luster glass" phase

(shaded region), preeding the uniform ordering.

even the dynamis of spatially distant droplets annot

be onsidered as independent. The dynamis of any

droplet is therefore a�eted not only by dissipation due

to the ondution eletrons in its viinity, but also by

spin �utuations due to RKKY interations with many

other droplets. This e�et is espeially important in Grif-

�ths phases where droplets are haraterized by power-

law distributions of loal energy sales, with a tunable

dynamial exponent d=z0. In the rest of this letter we

present a self-onsistent theory desribing the dynamis

of interating droplets. Within our theory: (1) dissi-

pation produed by suh spin �utuations an aquire a

more singular non-Ohmi form whih an adversely a�et
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the dynamis for all symmetry lasses; (2) any Gri�ths

phase is destabilized by this mehanism, leading to the

generi formation of a �luster glass� phase preeding any

uniform ordering, thus introduing a fundamental modi-

�ation of the onventional QCP senario.

Model of interating droplets. To be spei�, we on-

entrate on the same regime as explored in Ref. [14℄, and

examine a weakly disordered itinerant antiferromagnet

near a QCP. In the absene of disorder and within the

standard Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson desription, the dis-

tane to the QCP is measured by the oupling onstant

r:When disorder is present, exponentially rare regions

(droplets) an arise whih are nearly magnetially or-

dered. Within the i-th droplet of size Li;the loal value

of the (bare) oupling onstant is assumed to be ri � 0,

while outside the droplets (the �bulk�) we have a weakly

orrelated metal (ro � 0). As disussed in Ref. [14℄, if

the interations between the droplets are ignored, then

the dynamis of eah droplet is determined only by its

size. After appropriate oarse-graining, suh a droplet is

desribed by an ation of the form

Sdrop[ri;�i]=

Z �

o

d�d�
0
�i(�)�i(� � �

0
)�i(�

0
)

+
u

2N

Z �

o

d� �
4

i(�): (1)

Here, �i is an N -omponent (N > 1) order parameter

�eld desribing the i-th droplet, and �i(�) is the oarse-

grained two-point vertex whose Fourier transform is

�i(!n)= (ri+ j!nj): (2)

The loal �bare� oupling onstant of eah droplet ri �

r(Li)
d
re�ets its size (here r < 0 is the oupling on-

stant of the lean magnet). Large droplets are expo-

nentially rare (probability P (Li)� expf� �(Li)
dg), or-

respondingly P (ri) � expf� �ri=rg, where � is the vol-

ume fration of magneti droplets . Now, eah droplet

maps onto a one-dimensional lassial Heisenberg hain

with 1=�2 interations and the orresponding energy gap

"i � expf�ri=ug [13, 14℄. The resulting distribution fun-

tion P ("i)� "
��1
i , giving rise to standard Gri�ths phase

behavior. The �Gri�ths exponent� � = d=z0 is a non-

universal funtion of parameters, whih is expeted [14℄

to derease as the magneti ordering is approahed; for

� < 1, the average suseptibility � � T1�� diverges as

T ! 0.

In ontrast to the situation of Ref. [14℄, when a �nite

onentration of droplets is present, they will interat.

The ation desribing the droplet-droplet interation an

be obtained by formally integrating over the order param-

eter �utuations of the �bulk� separating the droplets.

Using the fat that in this region the spin �utuations are

only weakly orrelated (ro � 0), we an formally inte-

grate out all the degrees of freedom in the bulk, to obtain

an e�etive interation oupling pairs [15℄ of droplets

Sij =

Z �

o

d�d�
0
�i(�)�o(R ij;� � �

0
)�j(�

0
); (3)

where R ij � Li;Lj is the distane between droplets i

and j. The interation kernel �o(R ij;� � �0) is, in fat,

nothing but the non-loal suseptibility of the weakly

orrelated �bulk� and as suh an be aurately obtained

from standard Fermi liquid onsiderations (see, e.g., [16℄).

Its detailed form is ompliated and model-dependent,

but for our problem only its long-distane and low fre-

queny omponents are of importane, sine the droplets

are spatially distant and display slow dynamis. We an

thus safely ignore its frequeny dependene and onsider

only its asymptoti form, whih is essentially that of the

RKKY interation

�o(R ij;� � �
0
)�

Jij

(R ij)
d
�(� � �

0
): (4)

In a disordered metal, impurity sattering introdues

random phase �utuations in the usual periodi osilla-

tions of the RKKY interation, whih, however, retains

its power law form (although its average value deays

exponentially [16, 17℄). Hene, suh an interation a-

quires a random amplitude Jij of zero mean and variane

< J2ij > = J2 [16, 17℄.

Field theory of interating droplets. Beause of the

long-ranged interations, one needs to desribe the ol-

letive dynamis of the entire set of suh droplets. To do

this, we formally average over the random interations

Jij using standard replia methods, and the interation

term takes the form

Sij � �
1

2

J2

(R ij)
2d

n
X

a;b= 1

Z �

o

d�d�
0
�
a
i(�)�

b
i(�

0
)�

a
j(�)�

b
j(�

0
);

(5)

where a;b = 1;:::;n (n ! 0) are the replia indies.

We then introdue olletive Q -�elds by deoupling Sij

through a Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation to write

the repliated partition funtion as

Z
n
=

Z

D �D Q expf� Seff[�;Q ]g; (6)

where the e�etive ation

Seff[�;Q ]=
1

2

n
X

a;b= 1

X

ij;!n

Q
ab
i (!n)

J2

(R ij)
2d
Q
ab
j (!n)

+
X

i

fSdrop[ri;�i]+ SM C [�i;Q ]g; (7)

and the �mode-oupling� term

SM C [�i;Q ]=

n
X

a;b= 1

X

j;!n

�
a
i(!n)�

b
i(!n)

J2

(R ij)
2d
Q
ab
j (!n):

(8)
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Saddle point theory. Sine the droplets are exponen-

tially rare, their interations are also very small. To

desribe the leading order orretions it is su�ient to

evaluate the Q -�elds at the saddle point level and the

mode-oupling term assumes the form

SM C [�i;�]= �

n
X

a;b= 1

X

!n

�
a
i(!n)�

ab
(!n)�

b
i(!n); (9)

with the �avity �eld� � ab(!n) satisfying the following

self-onsisteny ondition

�
ab
(!n)=

X

i

J2

(R ij)
2d




�
a
i(!n)�

b
i(!n)

�

i
; (10)

where the expetation value is evaluated with respet

to the loal e�etive ation Sloc[ri;�i]= Sdrop[ri;�i]+

SM C [�i;�]. If all the droplets were the same, this set of

equations would be idential to those desribing a metal-

li quantum spin glass [18℄. For interations J su�iently

large, suh a model would feature a onventional quan-

tum ritial point, where spin-glass ordering would set in

at T = 0. A ruial new feature in our model is a broad

power-law distribution P (")� "��1 of loal energy sales

haraterizing the droplets in a Gri�ths phase, whih

produes non-Fermi liquid behavior for � < 1. We will

see, however, that already for � < 2, qualitatively new

dynamis emerges, ompletely hanging the ritial be-

havior of the model.

Instability of the Gri�ths phase. Assuming that

all droplets are well separated, the average interation

strength is very small. If we ould ignore the �utuations

in the droplet sizes, the system would be far from any or-

dering. We thus onentrate on the paramagneti phase

of our model, where




�ai(!n)�
b
i(!n)

�

i
= �ab�loc("i;!n):

Sine the droplet sizes (i.e. their loal energy sales "i)

are independent of their position, we �nd

�
ab
(!n)= eg�ab�loc(!n)= eg��b

Z

d"iP ("i)�loc("i;!n);

(11)

where the RKKY oupling onstant eg =

J2
P

i
(R ij)

�2d � nJ2, where n is the density of

droplets per unit volume.

The �memory kernel� �loc(!n)desribes additional dis-

sipation aused by spin �utuations resulting from long-

ranged RKKY interations between the droplets. Its

quantitative form is obtained by self-onsistently solving

the dynamis of eah droplet in suh a dissipative bath

and then arrying out the appropriate averaging proe-

dure. In this letter, however, we limit our attention to

demonstrating the instability of the Gri�ths phase with

respet to adding the RKKY interations. To do this,

begin with eg = 0 and imagine turning on in�nitesimal

RKKY interations. To leading order, we replae

�loc(eg;!n)� �loc(0;!n)�

Z

d"i"
��1
i ["i+ j!nj]

�1

= �loc(0)� ~j!nj
1�" o + O (j!nj); (12)

where the "o = 2 � �, and ~ is a onstant. Note that

the dissipation aquires a non-Ohmi form for � < 2.

As antiipated in Ref. [13℄, suh non-Ohmi dissipation

immediately hanges the dynamis of the droplets. For

"o > 0, the Heisenberg hain [19℄ that represents the

droplet dynamis (whose interations deay with a power

slower than r�2 ) �nds itself above its lower ritial dimen-

sion! Aordingly, su�iently large droplets (L > Lc("o))

�freeze�, i.e. behave as lassial (superparamagneti) ob-

jets.

Cluster glass phase. As soon as some of the droplets

freeze, they immediately order at a �nite (albeit exponen-

tially low) temperature, forming a �luster glass� phase.

To estimate the ordering temperature, we �rst need to

determine the ritial droplet size, given the anomalous

dissipation exponent "o. For small values of "o, the orre-

sponding ritial exponents have been alulated [19℄ us-

ing an "-expansion approah. For our purposes, it su�es

to determine the �transition temperature� of the equiv-

alent Heisenberg hain. This task is adequately aom-

plished using the large-N approah. The orresponding

T = 0 self-onsisteny ondition for the ritial oupling

onstant reads (� is an ultraviolet uto�)

ri;c = � u

Z
�

0

d!

�

1

! + !1�" o

; (13)

where  = ~g~. Note that for "o ! 0 or  ! 0, the inte-

gral diverges in the infrared, indiating that ri;c ! � 1 ,

i.e. that Li;c ! + 1 . For "o > 0, however, the term

!1�" o
introdues a soft uto� regularizing the inte-

gral. This term dominates below a rossover frequeny

!�("0)= 1="o , yielding

ri;c("o)= �
u

�"o
ln(1=): (14)

The resulting onentration of frozen droplets is

nfr("o) � expf� �ri;c("o)=rg. These frozen droplets

produe a superparamagneti ontribution to the av-

erage suseptibility, proportional to their onentration

��fr � nfr("o)=T:The ordering temperature an be im-

mediately estimated using arguments similar to those of

Ref. [13℄. In partiular, the RKKY interation between

droplets falls o� as J(R ij)� R
�d
ij [20℄, where the typial

distane between droplets R ij � [nfr("o)]
�1=d

, and we

obtain a simple exponential [21℄ dependene of Tc on the

dissipation exponent "o

Tc("o)� nfr("o)� exp

�

�
�u

� jrj"o
ln(1=)

�

: (15)
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Note that, within our model, the fration of frozen

droplets whih magnetially order vanishes at a �nite

value of the oupling onstant, produing a sharp phase

transition from a quantum paramagnet to a luster glass

phase. In ontrast to the in�nite randomness �xed point

(IRFP) senario [2, 7, 9℄, this transition does not have

any perolation-like features. In the itinerant ase we

onsider, even very distant droplets will order as soon

as they freeze, beause they interat through long-ranged

RKKY interations. In this ase, perolation proesses

[7, 9℄ assoiated with the IRFP senario are not possi-

ble, suggesting that our phase transition is qualitatively

di�erent from those disussed in previous work.

We onlude that the standard QCP senario is thus

qualitatively modi�ed by the dissipative e�ets, sine an

intermediate luster glass phase generially emerges be-

tween the quantum disordered and any magnetially or-

dered phase in itinerant systems. It is easy to see that our

onlusions also apply to models with arbitrary symme-

try of the order parameter, sine they all �nd themselves

e�etively above their lower ritial dimension [13℄ due

to the presene of non-Ohmi dissipation.

We should emphasize that our �nite temperature or-

dering emerges over the entire region (� = d=z0 < 1)

where the Gri�ths anomalies arise in the absene of

RKKY interations (see Fig. 1). Finite temperature or-

dering persists even further (until � = d=z0 = 2), but

not all the way to the lean model ritial point (or-

responding to � = d=z0 ! + 1 aording to the large-

N estimates of Ref. [14℄). Of ourse, sine the droplets

are diluted, the magnitude of the non-Ohmi dissipa-

tion produed by the RKKY interations is expeted to

be onsiderably smaller then the standard Ohmi dis-

sipation due to Landau damping. As a result, the ef-

fets of non-Ohmi dissipation that we predit should be

seen only at fairly low temperatures T < T � � !� =

expf� ln(1=)="og, while the Gri�ths phase behavior

predited by Ref. [14℄ should be observable in a broad

interval above this temperature. Note that for �u > �jrj

(see Eq. 15), Tc < < T �
for "o < < 1, so there ex-

ists an appreiable temperature window where the the

superparamagneti ontribution ��fr � 1=T of frozen

droplets should be observable. Otherwise Tc � T�, and

the Vojta-Shmalian Gri�ths phase should emerge im-

mediately above the ordering temperature. This se-

nario, valid for models with ontinuous symmetry of the

order parameter, should be ontrasted to that expeted

for the Ising universality lass. In that speial ase, muh

stronger Ohmi dissipation is su�ient to suppress the

low temperature Gri�ths anomalies. For the Ising ase,

the existene of an intermediate temperature range where

they would still be observable [11℄ remains the subjet of

some ontroversy [22℄.

In summary, we have established that the long-ranged

part of the RKKY interation between the droplets rep-

resents a singular perturbation within Gri�ths phases.

Even when treated to leading order, the RKKY inter-

ations qualitatively modify the droplet dynamis, lead-

ing to droplet freezing and suppression of onventional

quantum ritial behavior. Our arguments strongly sug-

gest that the intervening luster glass phase arises as a

generi phenomenon [23℄ for itinerant systems with disor-

der. This mehanism is, however, spei� to those quan-

tum ritial points assoiated with spontaneous symme-

try breaking of a stati order parameter. It would be

very interesting to investigate if similar senarios apply

for other quantum ritial points, suh as the disorder-

driven metal-insulator transition [24℄ and the assoiated

eletroni Gri�ths phases [10, 24℄. This fasinating di-

retion remains a hallenge for future work.
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